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Abstract
We are interested in providing semi-automatic support for the task of integrating large
knowledge bases (KBs) through the use of structural information in description logics. For that
reason we set up a formal framework for the integration of KBs which enables us to investigate
the potential and limits of using structural information (in contrast to just thesaurus information
involving identifier strings).
Structurally similar concept descriptions (role chains) are related by integration mappings,
which must satisfy a previously proposed notion of ”conflict-freeness”. It turns out that computing integration mappings is closely related to unification and matching of concept descriptions
(and is intractable even for simple description logics).
As a formal basis for the limitations of structural information we introduce the notion of
indistinguishable concepts. We state the connection between indistinguishable concepts and
integration mappings theoretically and also evaluate the problem empirically, by looking for
indistinguishable concepts in a sizeable ontology (galen), and integration mappings from galen
to itself. An interesting discovery is that roughly two thirds of the concepts are distinguishable
by their structural properties, indicating that semantic information is indeed being encoded in
the knowledge representation, not just in the name.
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Introduction

Given two ontologies/terminologies — collections of terms and their “meanings” as used in some
universe of discourse (UofD), our general task is to integrate them into a single ontology, which
captures the meanings of the original terms and their inter-relationships.
This problem is motivated by several application scenarios:
• First, such ontologies have been and are being developed independently by multiple groups
for knowledge-based and other applications. Among others, medicine is an area in which such
ontologies already abound [RZStGC, CCHJ94, SCC97].
• Second, a traditional step in database design has been so-called “view integration”: taking
the descriptions of the database needs of different parts of an organization (called “external
views”), and coming up with a unified central schema (called the “logical schema”) for the
database [BLN86]. Although the database views might be expressed in some low-level formalism, such as the relational data model, one can express the semantics (meta-data) in a
more expressive notation, which can be thought of as an ontology. Then, the integration of
the ontologies can guide the integration of the views.
• Finally, databases and semistructured data on the internet provide many examples where
there are multiple, existing heterogeneous information sources, for which uniform access is
desired. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to relate the contents of the various information
sources. The approach of choice has been the development of a single, integrated ontology,
starting from separate ontologies capturing the semantics of the heterogeneous sources[Kas97,
CDGL+ 98].
Of course, we could just take the union of the two ontologies, and return the result as the
integration. However, except for the case when the ontologies had absolutely nothing to do with
each other, this seems inappropriate. Therefore part of our task will to be explore what it means
to “integrate” two ontologies. To help in this, we will in fact assume here that the ontologies are
describing exactly the same aspects of the universe of discourse (UofD), leaving for a separate paper
the issue of dealing with partially overlapping ontologies.
So why wouldn’t the two ontologies be identical when modeling the same UofD? The answer is
that there are multiple ways of modeling the same situation. For example
• choice of identifiers: identifiers for the same UofD term may be simple morphological variants
(e.g. PATIENT vs. PATIENTS), synonymous (e.g., DOCTOR vs. PHYSICIAN), or related, but
not synonymous terms (OFFICE-VISIT vs. APPOINTMENT).
• choice of modeling detail: (i) an address might be modeled as a single string or, in greater
detail, as an object with attributes street, city, state etc.; (ii) the office phone number of an
employee may be modeled directly as an attribute office-phone, or the employee might have
an associated office (attribute hasOffice), which in turn has its own phone value.
• reification: the relationship between a patient and her doctor might be modeled by the role
treatedBy, or there might be a new concept, TREAT, with functional attributes who (a doctor)
and whom (a patient).
Therefore, a central part of ontology integration is obtaining some (maximal?) collection of
assertions that relate the terms in them. (Another part is eliminating redundancies.) A simple
form of such assertions is a mapping from single identifiers in one ontology to expressions in the
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other ontology which correspond to the same notion — an integration mapping. (If the ontologies
are not modeling exactly the same UofD because different levels of abstraction are allowed, then
the integration mapping would indicate additional relationships, like hypernomy.)
The above problems and ideas are not new, as we shall see in the next section. One distinguishing aspects of the present work is that the terminology will be assumed to consist of concept
descriptions in a description logic (DL) [Bor95] – a formalism that allows semantic relationships to
be captured using complex nested structures, definitions and attribute hierarchies —unlike previously used formalisms such as the relational, ER, and OO data models. A second differentiating
feature is the assumption that the ontologies are large (containing on the order of thousands of
terms), and possibly in different languages.
This means that we cannot ask the user to generate interschema assertions on their own, because
the KBs are too large. Therefore our eventual goal is to provide tools which ask users to verify
certain highly plausible inter-schema relationships. Research on such tools has, in the past, relied
heavily on the matching of identifiers — a not unreasonable heuristic. However, we want to first
understand to what extent ontologies explicate the meaning of their terms independent of the choice
of identifiers. This is important because to the extent that the meaning of terms is captured purely
formally, an integration mapping might be found automatically.
The present paper therefore looks at formal ways of characterizing ontology integration, specifically integration mappings, and then considers algorithmic aspects of finding such mappings.
To study the problem empirically, we also carry out experiments with a real ontology – galen
[RZStGC] – containing close to 3000 concepts. In fact, we will set up an idealized integration
experiment, where the ontology will be integrated with a copy of itself (in which the identifiers
have been renamed).
To summarize, this paper can therefore be considered as an investigation into the limits of
automatic ontology integration under idealized circumstances. However, as mentioned earlier, our
long term goal is the development of tools for supporting humans in large-scale ontology integration
under de-idealized circumstances.

2

Related work

The problem of taking two or more pre-existing world-descriptions and merging them into a single,
globally unified one has been considered in several disciplines within computer science. We will
review here mostly work that has appeared in the database literature (see [BLN86] for an overview
of early work in this field).
We mention from the start that we will be ignoring one issue that has received considerable
attention lately: namely whether the integration should be carried out completely at first, generating a new schema; or whether, due to continuous changes in the original schemas, it is better to
follow a more “loosely-coupled” [Goh96, Kas97, CDGL+ 98] strategy, where the system maintains
inter-ontology links (which can be dynamically changed or discovered), and then uses these during
the access process.

2.1

Database schema integration

Since the early days of the ANSI database design methodology, developers were supposed to obtain
from different stake-holders external views, representing each group’s perspective and interest in
the company’s UofD. Then, the database designer was supposed to reconcile these into a single
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global schema, which supports the activities of the entire enterprise. Clearly, it is essential that all
stake-holders be able to re-derive their own view from the global, integrated schema.
More recently, the development of heterogeneous and federated databases requires the design
of a conceptual schema that can be presented to the user for the purposes of querying, and which
hides the essential independence of the component databases.
The traditional integration methodology, as described in [BLN86] involves 4 steps:
1. Choice of integration strategy.
In the case when more than two schemas are to be merged, some strategy needs to be chosen
for merging them. Choices include various orderings of binary merges, as well as “one-shot”
merges of entire sets of schemas at a time. The binary strategies motivate the potential need
for a non-symmetric “directional” integration operator, since one of the schemas seems more
important (if it was already the result of lots of other integrations).
In this paper, we will consider only the integration of two ontologies.
2. Schema comparison.
This phase requires determining correspondences between the elements of the two schemas.
When the correspondences are not the identity relationship, they are traditionally called “conflicts” (a misnomer, since conflict should probably be reserved for irreconcilable differences –
logical inconsistencies). Among the conflicts, it is traditional to distinguish
• Name conflicts, such as homonyms (same identifier denotes distinct UofD notions), and
synonyms (different identifiers denoting identical UofD notions).
• Structural conflicts, arising because of different ways of modeling the same aspect of
the UofD. The kinds of such conflicts depend on the conceptual modeling language, and
considerable work has been devoted to finding exhaustive catalogs of such conflicts for the
relational data model (augmented by various dependencies) and the Entity-Relationship
model (or its extensions).
3. Schema conforming.
One attempts to resolve the previously discovered conflicts by finding an “equivalent” representation for one (or both) of the conflicting schema elements. There are a variety of notions
of equivalence that have been mentioned in the literature:
• mapping: there is a one-one correspondence between the instances of the two schemas;
• behavioural: for every instance of the first representation there is a corresponding instance of the second, which gives the same answer to any query;
• transformational: one schema can be obtained from the other through a sequence of
primitive transformations, each of which is, by definition, equivalence preserving.
4. Schema merging and restructuring.
After conforming, common concepts are superimposed. In the resulting mixed schema one
than looks for additional relationships between concepts, other than equivalence; these include various set-based relationships such as containment, compatibility and disjointness of
concepts.
The superimposed schema is then subject to additional transformations in order to capture
these interschema assertions and to eliminate redundancies. In non-relational data models,
this phase normally results in the introduction of new concepts in the IsA or aggregation
hierarchy, which capture the various interschema assertions discovered at the beginning.
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The survey of Batini et al [BLN86] (which covered the period up to 1984 or so) was brought
up-to-date to 1992 by Francalanci and Pernici [FP93].
Due to lack of time and space, this report also does not review the relevant recent literature
on tool support for database integration, nor the work in artificial intelligence, especially natural
language processing, dealing with ontology merging.
Instead, we will concentrate on special issues that are of interest to us, including different
notions of schema and concept equivalence.

2.2

What is a good integration?

The desired intuitive properties of the integrated schema seem to include
• ability to recover all the information stored under the original schemas;
• “correctness” of the resulting schema: it must satisfy the inherent constraints of the data
model;
• minimality: there should be no redundant elements in the schema; a special case of this
would be the absence of schema elements that can have no instances, because its specification
is equivalent to the concept f alse.
• the ability to propagate updates from the original schemas to the integrated schema;
• possibly the converse ability to propagate updates from the integrated schema to the (appropriate) components;
• naturalness/understandability: a qualitative preference criterion for humans;
In order to explain the various approaches (more or less formal) in the literature, let us assume
in the following that every view schema V, consists of a set of predicates PV , and a set of logical
constraints CV describing the semantics of these predicates. (Hence, we shall occasionally treat a
schema as a logical theory, with a set of models.) The set of constraints is expressed in a language
dictated by the data model; (e.g., for the relational model, they might be key constraints and
dependencies of some fixed kind).
Integration of information sources is based on the general notion of information capacity introduced by Hull [Hul86]:
Definition 1 The schema W is dominated by V if there is a total 1-1 function f from the models
of W to those of V.
Schema W and V have equivalent information capacity, if they dominate each other.
This definition turns out to be an insufficient basis for expressing the intuitive relationship
between a view and the global schema that dominates it since f can perform too much computation.
Therefore, in general one looks for limitations on f and uses dominance as an auxiliary tool for
integration.
Integration using assertions The most general and appealing form of the view integration
problem is presented by Biskup [BC86], who characterize view integration as a process with
• input: two schemas, V1 and V2, together with a set A of integration assertions (IAs): these
assertions essentially relate the terms in the two views by enforcing complex relationships
between the predicates in the two views. IA are expressed in a second language, the integration
language. (Assumption: identifiers in V1 and V2 are distinct, to avoid homonym problems.)
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• intermediate result: Comb, equal to V 1 ∪ V 2 ∪ A
• output: a schema G, and functions q, q ′ (expressed in a third language — the derivation/query
language), such that q(models(G)) = models(Comb) and models(G) = q ′ (models(Comb));
i.e., each view state/model can be obtained from the state of the global schema, and (conversely), all states of the global schema correspond to combinations of the states of the views.
In this case, presumably the minimality condition is folded into the notion of schema, where
there should be no redundancy in the semantic specification CG .
Therefore the general task of schema integration has the following steps:
a) gather the interschema assertions;
b) transform Comb, eliminating IAs which are not in the language of schema definitions, while
preserving the set of models;
c) minimize the resulting schema
d) specify the query q for deriving the views from the global schema.
The above scheme can then be investigated for a variety of languages for specifying schemas,
IAs, and queries. We summarize here some related research based on the IA language used.
General: Catarci and Lenzerini [CL93] use DLs (see Section 3 for an introduction) for describing
the schema, and also for IAs, allowing arbitrary containment assertions of the form D1 ⊑ D2
for this purpose. If schemas can also contain arbitrary containments of the above form, then
there is nothing more to do after step (a), except the standard classification of concepts,
which automatically detects synonyms, including synonyms of the incoherent concept (which
are of course undesirable). More recently, Calvanese et al. [CGL+ 98] have used a much more
expressive description logic for information integration, one which supports n-ary relations
and other features desirable for practical applications.
Set theoretic containment: Biskup and Convent [BC86] consider the integration of relational
databases, and use 4 kinds of IAs for pairs of relations in different views; these deal with
identity (possibly using the selection operation), disjointness and containment. For example,
the doctors in one view (identified by their name and phone), correspond to the New Jersey
health providers in the other view (identified by their IdNr)
DOCTOR[name,phone] ≡ Selectstate=′ nj ′ (HEALTH-PROVIDER[IdNr])
Their paper discusses how each of these constraints can be “discharged” by modifying the
schema Comb, and some circumstances under which this cannot be done.
Kashyap et al [MKSI96, Kas97] describe their information sources using DLs again (a relatively weak one in this case), and utilize 3 kinds of IAs between identifiers in two ontologies:
synonym, hyponym and hypernym, indicating equality or containment of intensions.
Identifier mapping: Johannesson and colleagues [EJ95] restrict IAs to have the form <identifier
in V1>=<formula in V2>. This restricted form (which has synonyms as a special case) has
the advantage of making the elimination of IAs relatively easy, since all we need to do is
substitute formulas for names in C2 (and then eliminate redundant constraints).
To summarize, it appears that the form of the IAs allowed depends a lot on the technology
available for eliminating them from Comb (hence on the schema language).
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Transformational approaches to integration One approach to integration is to union the
schemas, and then apply restructuring/merging transformations, which are designed to identify
common structures that can be combined in order to simplify the result. For example, the shared
attributes of two entities are factored out into a superclass [DH84].
A different approach is to superimpose/merge constructs judged to be equivalent [LNE89], and
to transform structurally inequivalent representations of the same concept into mergeable forms
[GLN92]. Much of this work has the flavor of considering various syntactic combinations of schema
modeling constructs, and finding conditions under which one can be used to represent the same
real-world notion as the other.
The theoretical foundation for the work on schema transformations is provided by Miller et al
[MIR93], who examine a large variety of such transformations and show that they (should) obey
the rule of information capacity preservation (see Definition 1).
Unfortunately, little is said anywhere about the formal theory of schema integration using
transformations – what happens after identical schema fragments are superimposed.

3

Concept Description Languages/Logics

DLs have an object-centered ontology. Individual DL objects (which have immutable identity)
may be related to other objects via roles, and may be grouped into concepts. For example, C45 (an
instance of concept CAR) can be related to its maker, Gm (an instance of MANUF and US-CORP)
by having Gm be a filler of the madeBy attribute. By default, an individual object may be related to
zero or more other objects by an role – e.g., ownedBy for C45 may include several entities, indicating
multiple ownership.
DLs start from atomic/primitive concept and role names, and combine these into composite
concepts using concept constructors. Some concept constructors are the familiar boolean connectives: CAR⊓ BLACK-OBJECT denotes the set of cars that are also black objects. Other concept
constructors are more specially suited to represent conceptual models of application domains. For
example, one can express cardinality constraints on roles using constructors at-least and at-most:
≥ 2 ownedBy denotes objects with at least two owners. The values of roles can be restricted in
various ways, including by universal quantification, as in ∀ownedBy.PERSON which denotes objects
owned only by persons.
A useful property of DLs is the ability to nest composite descriptions, so that
∀madeBy.(MANUF ⊓ ∀postedProfit.HIGH)
describes objects made by MANUFs who posted a HIGH profit.
Table 1 contains a subset of DL constructors (see, e.g., [Bor95] for other constructors). The
DL called F L0 allows for the first four constructors in the table; F LE extends F L0 by existential
restrictions. In the sequel, we occasionally use ∀r1 · · · rn .C as abbreviation for ∀r1 .∀r2. · · · ∀rn .C.
Formally, the semantics of a concept description is defined in terms of an interpretation I =
(∆, ·I ). The domain ∆ of I is a non-empty set of individuals and the interpretation function ·I
maps each concept name P to P I ⊆ ∆ and each role name r to a binary relation r I ⊆ ∆ × ∆.
The extension of ·I to arbitrary concept descriptions is inductively defined, as shown in the third
column of Table 1.
DLs can not only express information about a domain of discourse, but are also logics that
provide reasoning services. A basic operation is determining if some concept C is subsumed by
another, D (C ⊑ D). For example, CAR ⊓ ∀ownedBy.PERSON ⊑ CAR. Formally, subsumption is
defined as follows:
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Construct name
concept name P
top-concept ⊤
conjunction
value restrictions
existential restrictions
primitive negation
incoherent concept
atmost restrictions
atleast restrictions

Syntax
P
⊤
C ⊓D
∀r.C
∃r.C
¬P
⊥
(≤ n r)
(≥ n r)

Semantics
PI ⊆ ∆
∆
C I ∩ DI
{x ∈ ∆ | ∀y : (x, y) ∈ r I → y ∈ C I }
{x ∈ ∆ | ∃y : (x, y) ∈ r I ∧ y ∈ C I }
∆ \ PI
∅
{x ∈ ∆ | #{y | (x, y) ∈ r I } ≤ n}
{x ∈ ∆ | #{y | (x, y) ∈ r I } ≥ n}

Table 1: Syntax and semantics of concept descriptions

Definition 2 Let C, D be concept descriptions.
D subsumes C (for short C ⊑ D) iff C I ⊆ DI for all interpretations I.
D is equivalent to C (for short C ≡ D) iff C ⊑ D and D ⊑ C, i.e., C I = DI for all interpretations
I.
Often, the question of subsumption is asked in the context of so-called schemas which state
necessary (and possibly sufficient) conditions for concept names. A schema S consists of a finite
set of axioms of the form A ⊑ C and A ≡ C where A is a concept name and C is a concept
description; S is called F L0-schema if the concept descriptions C are F L0 -concept descriptions.
Analogously, we define F LE-schemas. A model I of a schema S is an interpretation such that all
axioms are satisfied, i.e., for all axioms A ⊑ C (A ≡ C) in S, I satisfies AI ⊆ C I (AI = C I ). Now,
C is subsumed by D w.r.t. a schema S (S |= C ⊑ D for short) iff C I ⊆ DI for all models I of S.
The various DLs investigated so far have different kinds of implementations: the most widely
used, including classic[ABM+89] and Loom[Mac87], are implemented in a “normalize then compare” approach, which is quite different than standard theorem proving, and relies on finding a
normal form for descriptions that detects nested incoherences, explicates implicit concepts, and
removes redundancies. A second family of DLs, typified by Crack [BFT95] and iFact [HPSar], is
implemented with tableaux-like refutation theorem proving techniques, albeit ones specially made
for DLs. Recently, several powerful decidable DLs [CGL99] have been identified, which are closely
related to Propositional Dynamic Logic; therefore theorem provers of the later could be used for
reasoning, although the prefered trend is to extend tableaux techniques to handle them.
It is important to note that a key focus of reasoning research, especially for DLs, has been the
trade-off between expressiveness of a language and the cost of reasoning with it. Specifically, there
are detailed results about the decidability and computational complexity of reasoning with various
subsets of constructors (and restrictions of them). For example, classic [ABM+ 89] has a complete
subsumption algorithm that is O(n3 ). Also, recent empirical evidence [HPSar] suggests that special
optimizations make tableaux techniques work quite fast on “normal” knowledge bases, though the
problem is worst-case exponential.

4

A Formal Framework for Integration

Integration mappings, which induce interschema assertions, form the core of our framework. The
goal is to compute such mappings, and then offer them to the human user as potential interschema
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assertions. Integration mappings relate sets of elements in one schema to sets of descriptions in the
other schema. This enables us to take into account more structural information, encoded in the
schemas, than if we were considering only the structural similarity between two elements at a time.
Formally, we express interschema assertions between two schemas S1 and S2 over disjoint signatures Σ1 and Σ2, respectively. The interschema assertions we are dealing with generally connect
two concepts (roles) C and D, over signatures Σ1 and Σ2 respectively. As we saw in Section 2,
traditionally the relationship between C and D is usually in the set {synononymy, hypernomy, hyponymy}, which can be captured by DL assertions of the form C ⊑ D and/or D ⊑ C. Antonymy
relations can be captured by assertions of the form C ⊓D ≡ ⊥ (or C ⊑ ¬D, if the language supports
negation/complement).
As we saw earlier, the over-riding intuition is that information in the original schemas should
not be lost when they are integrated. This means that interschema assertions specified by the user
do not reduce the information capacity of the schemas to be integrated; in other words, the set of
models of the views/schemas shall not be reduced by the IAs. We will formalize this by using the
notion of conflictfreeness that has been introduced in [BC86] for the relational data model, and
also used in [EJ95] for a FOL data model.
In order to give a formal definition of conflictfreeness, we need the set of all models I(S) of a
schema S. Furthermore, if Σ′ denotes a subset of the signature Σ of S then we refer to I(S)[Σ′] as
the projection of the models in I(S) to Σ′ .
Definition 3 Let A be a set of interschema assertions between S1 and S2. Then S1 and S2 are
conflictfree w.r.t. A if and only if I(S1 ∪ S2 ∪ A)[Σi ] = I(Si) for i = 1, 2.
Since I(S1 ∪ S2 ∪ A)[Σi ] ⊆ I(Si) is always true, the interesting inclusion is in the other direction,
which says that every model I of Si can be extended to a model I ′ of S1 ∪ S2 ∪ A where extension
means that I ′ and I coincide on the signature of Si , say S1, but I ′ might have a bigger domain
and in addition interprets the identifiers of S2 . Intuitively, the inclusion means that the assertions
in A actually describe a certain connection between S1 and S2 as opposed to imposing additional
constraints on the schemas. If they restricted the models of S1 or S2 then these assertions could
not just be a description of the connections between these two schemas: they would be adding
additional knowledge too! So conflictfreeness can be seen as a necessary condition for interschema
assertions to describe relationships between expressions in S1 and S2. Additional knowledge is
added, for example, when relating not necessarily disjoint concepts in S1 to disjoint concepts in S2.
The underlying assumption of our approach is that the schemas contain the complete structural
information expressible in the language of choice . Thus, if concepts in S1 are not defined to be
disjoint, it would not make sense to relate them to disjoint concepts in S2.
In the following, we shall concentrate on a subset of IAs, which try to give the meaning of
an identifier in one of the schemas in terms of descriptions in the other schema. Formally, these
assertions have the form N ≡ C, where N is a concept name (role name) in Σ1, C is a concept
description (role chain) over Σ2 . (Symmetrically, we could also give the meaning of identifiers B,
from Σ2 , in terms of S1.) The collection of such assertions can be represented by a partial mapping
σ from Σ1 into TΣ2 , where σ(N ) is C. Such a mapping σ is called an integration mapping from S1
into S2 . Conversely, such a mapping induces a set Aσ of interschema assertions
Aσ := {N ≡ σ(N ) | N ∈ domain(σ)}.
The meaning of a term used lies in the intuition of the user. In the schema, some portion of
the meaning is captured by the name and some by the structure of the concept. The structure of
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a concept includes its sub- and super-concepts, the various role restrictions, and its use in other
concept specifications.
We suppose that intuitively identical concepts (roles) in different schemas have similar structures; hence σ should map an identifier on a structurally similar concept (role expression). This
similarity is captured by the notion of conflictfreeness, introduced above.
Definition 4 A partial mapping σ from Σ1 into TΣ2 is called an integration mapping from S1 into
S2 if and only if it is conflictfree, i.e., S1 and S2 are conflictfree w.r.t. Aσ .
In the following, we will discuss the notion of conflictfreeness in order to give a feel to what
extent this notion rules out certain unintuitive integration mappings. To this end, we will start
with a very simple example.
Example 5 Let the schemas S1 and S2 be defined as follows:
S1 :

S2 :
HeartClinic ⊑ Clinic

Heart ⊑ Hospital

PsychiatricClinic ⊑ Clinic

Psychiatric ⊑ Hospital

Through this example, we can illustrate that an integration mapping must be i) injective, which,
roughly speaking, means that two different concepts in S1 may not be mapped on the same concept
in S2 (see below for a formal definition) and ii) must preserve the subsumption relationships.
Concerning injectiveness, if σ mapped HeartClinic and Clinic on the same concept in S2 , say
Heart, then such a σ would not be conflictfree: One could easily come up with a model of S1 where
HeartClinic and Clinic do not have the same interpretation. In this case, it is not possible to extend
that model to a model of S2 together with the two assertions induced by σ.
In order to see that σ must preserve subsumption relationships, consider a function σ mapping
Clinic on Heart and HeartClinic on Hospital. Then, any model of S1 where the interpretation of
HeartClinic is a proper subset of the interpretation for Clinic can not be extended to a model of S2
and the assertions Aσ for σ.
These two observation are generalized in the following two lemmas. First, we need to define
injectivity. A mapping σ from S1 into S2 is called injective if and only if for all identifiers A, B in
the domain of σ, S2 |= σ(A) ≡ σ(B) implies S1 |= A ≡ B.
Lemma 6 Let σ be an integration mapping from S1 into S2. Then σ is injective.
Proof. Assume that σ is not injective. In this case, there are identifiers A, B such that S2 |=
σ(A) ≡ σ(B) but S1 |= A 6≡ B. Thus, there exists a model I of S1 such that AI 6= B I . If I ′ is
an extension of I with I ′ |= S1 ∪ S2 ∪ Aσ , then since A ≡ σ(A) and B ≡ σ(B) are assertions in
′
′
Aσ we know σ(A)I 6= σ(B)I , which is a contradiction to the fact that I ′ is a model of S2 and
S2 |= σ(A) ≡ σ(B).
The next lemma shows that integration mappings must preserve the subsumption relationships.
Lemma 7 Let σ be an integration mapping from S1 into S2 . Then, for all C, D ∈ Tdomain(σ) ,
S1 |= C ⊑ D is equivalent to S2 ∪ Aσ |= C ⊑ D (which is equivalent to S2 |= σ(C) ⊑ σ(D)).
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Proof. Assume, there exist C, D ∈ Tdomain(σ) with S1 |= C ⊑ D but S2 ∪ Aσ 6|= C ⊑ D. Then
there exists I |= S2 ∪ Aσ with C I 6⊆ DI . This means that I cannot be extended to a model I ′ of
′
′
S1 since otherwise we would have C I = C I ⊆ DI = DI in contradiction to the assumption.
Conversely, assume that there are C, D ∈ Tdomain(σ) with S2 ∪ Aσ |= C ⊑ D but S1 6|= C ⊑ D.
Then, there exists a model I of S1 with C I 6⊆ DI . Analogously to the only-if direction, one can
show that I cannot be extended to a model of S1 ∪ S2 ∪ Aσ .
These lemmas show that conflictfreeness rules out some unintuitive mappings. Nevertheless,
due to the restricted structural information provided by schemas, it is not possible to rule out all
undesirable mappings. In Section 5, we consider some fundamental limitations of structural information, which will be confirmed by experimental results. As a first example, consider Example 5.
The mapping
Clinic →
7
Hospital
HeartClinic →
7
Heart
PsychiatricClinic 7→ Psychiatric
cannot be distinguished from the one that switches the images for HeartClinic and PsychiatricClinic.
Both mappings are conflictfree, but only the former is the intended one.
In the remainder of this section we shall take a look at weaker and stronger constraints on
integration mappings.
Weaker constraints on integration mappings
In [EJ95], a weaker version of conflictfreeness has been considered, which we will call S2-conflictfreeness.
Definition 8 A partial mapping σ from Σ1 into TΣ2 is called S2-conflictfree if and only if I(S1 ∪
S2 ∪ Aσ )[Σ2] = I(S2).
Thus, one only requires that S2 -models can be extend to models of S1 ∪ S2 ∪ Aσ as opposed to
both S1 - and S2-models. As a result, the statement of Lemma 7 has to be restricted as follows.
Lemma 9 Let σ be an S2-conflictfree mapping from S1 into S2. Then, for all C, D ∈ Tdomain(σ) ,
S1 |= C ⊑ D implies S2 ∪ Aσ |= C ⊑ D (which is equivalent to S2 |= σ(C) ⊑ σ(D)).
In the sequel, we will illustrate that S2-conflictfreeness is a strictly weaker condition than
(general) conflictfreeness. The first observation is that mappings from S1 into S2 no longer have
to be injective. Referring to Example 5, when mapping all concepts of S1 onto Hospital in S2 one
obtains a non-injective S2 -conflictfree mapping.
More generally, one can construct mappings from S1 into S2 that intuitively are not related
to S2 whatsoever: For this, suppose that S1 is an acyclic F L0 -schema with axioms of the form
A ⊑ C. Furthermore, w.l.o.g. assume that for every concept name A in S1 there exists at most
one axiom A ⊑ NA in S1 . Now, we iteratively expand S1 until the right hand-side of the axioms
only contain concept names for which there are no axioms that have this concept as left hand-side.
Expanding means that a concept name A occurring somewhere on the right hand-side of an axiom
is replaced by its necessary condition NA in case such an axiom A ⊑ NA exists for A. Let S1′
denote the expanded version of S1 with axioms of the form A ⊑ NA′ . Finally, let σ be a mapping
from S1 into S2 where all concept names that do not occur on the left hand-side of some axiom
in S1 are mapped on some concept description over Σ2 and all role names are mapped on some
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role chain over Σ2 . Furthermore, we define σ(A) := σ(NA′ ). Then it is easy to verify that σ is an
S2 -conflictfree mapping. This mapping could be constructed regardless of S2, and therefore, is not
a useful integration mapping. Note, that in general such a σ is not conflictfree. An example shall
illustrate the construction.
Example 10 Let S1 consist of the already expanded axiom
HeartClinic ⊑ ∀patients.HeartDisease.
and let S2 be
Heart ⊑ ∀patients-have.HeartProblems.
The mapping σ defined by
patients 7→ patients-have
HeartDisease 7→ Heart
HeartClinic 7→ ∀patients-have.Heart
is a S2 -conflictfree mapping. However, σ is not conflictfree since one can construct a model of S1
such that the interpretation of HeartClinic is a proper subset of the interpretation of its necessary
conditions. Such an interpretation cannot be extended to a model of S1 ∪ S2 ∪ Aσ as such a model
would require the interpretation of HeartClinic and its necessary conditions to be equal.
These examples show that S2-conflictfreeness is a condition too weak to rule out unintended
integration mappings.
Stronger constraints on integration mappings
A natural question to ask is whether conflictfreeness is sufficient to rule out as many unintuitive
mappings as possible. It turns out that the answer is no. Referring to Example 10, σ defined by
HeartClinic 7→ ∀patients-have.Heart
HeartDisease 7→ ∀patients-have.HeartProblems
patients 7→ patients-have
is a conflictfree mapping from S1 into S2 , although, it is not an intuitive one.
One way of solving these kinds of problems is to impose some kind of “Occam’s razor” preference
for simpler explanations, which would lead us to prefer “small” mappings.
Another effective way of avoiding unintended mappings is to include additional interschema
assertions specified by the user, and thus provide additional semantics that eliminate unreasonable
mappings.
Definition 11 An integration mapping σ from S1 into S2 w.r.t. interschema assertions A has to
satisfy two conditions:
• σ is conflictfree;
• S2 ∪ Aσ |= C ⊑ D (C ⊒ D) for every assertion C ⊑ D ∈ A (C ⊒ D ∈ A).
In Example 10, adding the assertion HeartClinic ≡ Heart would only allow for the intuitive
integration mapping from S1 into S2 (even together with the schemas defined in Example 5).
Of course, the whole point of our tool will be to prompt users with such assertions, rather
than have users fish them out of thin air; but to the extent that such assertions become available
serendipitously, they should be taken advantage off.
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5

Limitations of Structural Knowledge

The number of possible integration mappings is closely related to the answers of the following
questions: (i) How much structural knowledge is provided by a schema, or in other words, how
much information lies merely in the intuition of the names? (ii) To what degree identifiers can be
distinguished by their structure?
If there is only little structural information provided for identifiers by the schema, and thus, their
is not much structural difference between the identifiers, then there are of course more conflictfree
mappings than for schemas with rich structural information.
For example consider the following two schemas:
S1′ :

S1 :
Patient ⊑ Human

Patient ⊑ Human

Employee ⊑ Human

Employee ⊑ Human

Patient ⊑ ¬Employee

Patient ⊑ ¬Employee
Patient ⊑ (≥ 1 disease)

A total integration mapping from the set of identifiers of S1 into itself can not only map Patient
and Employee on themselves but it could also map Patient on Employee and Employee on Patient.
There is no structural difference between these two concepts. On the other hand, in S1′ these
concepts can structurally be distinguished. Therefore, only the first integration mapping, namely
the identity mapping is valid for S1′ .
In this section, we will formalize some aspects of the limitations of the structural knowledge
that is provided by a schema. For that purpose, we first formalize the notion of structurally
indistinguishable identifiers and then generalize this notion to indistinguishable sets of identifiers.

5.1

Indistinguishable Identifiers

Intuitively, there is no structural difference specified above between Patient and Employee in S1 . In
order to formalize this intuition, we need the following notation: For identifiers i1, . . . , in, i′1, . . . , i′n
and a schema S we define S[i1/i′1, . . . , in/i′n ] to be a schema that is obtained from S by simultaneously substituting ij by i′j for all j = 1, . . . , n. Thus, for example, S[A/B, B/A] means that A and
B are switched in S.
Definition 12 Let S be a schema and let A, B be identifiers in S of the same type, i.e., both are
concept names or both are roles. We call A and B indistinguishable in S (A ≈S B for short) if and
only if S ≡ S[A/B, B/A]; otherwise A and B are called distinguishable.
According to this definition Parents and Employee are indistinguishable in S1 but distinguishable
in S1′ .
To state a simple characterization of indistinguishable identifiers we need the following notation:
For identifiers i1, . . . , in, i′1, . . . , i′n ∈ Σ, where ij is of the same type as i′j , and an interpretation I
over the signature Σ we define I[i1/i′1, . . . , in/i′n ] to be the interpretation that coincides with I on
all identifiers distinct from i1, . . . , in and that interprets i1, . . . , in by i′1 I , . . . , i′nI , respectively.
Lemma 13 Let S be a schema and A, B be identifiers in S of the same type. Then, A and B are
indistinguishable if and only if I |= S implies I[A/B, B/A] |= S for all interpretations I.
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Proof. We first assume that A, B are indistinguishable. Now, let I |= S. Since S ≡ S[A/B, B/A]
we know I |= S[A/B, B/A]. But then I[A/B, B/A] |= S.
For the if direction we assume that the right-hand side of the statement is true. Thus, I |= S
implies I[A/B, B/A] |= S. Therefore, I |= S[A/B, B/A]. On the other hand, I |= S[A/B, B/A]
implies I[A/B, B/A] |= S. Then, by the assumption we know that I |= S. This shows that
S ≡ S[A/B, B/A] which means A ≈S B.
As an easy consequence, we can show that A ≈S B is an equivalence relation.
Lemma 14 For a schema S the relation ≈S is an equivalence relation on the set of concept
names/role names in S.
Proof. Obviously, ≈S is reflexive and symmetric. It remains to be shown that ≈S is transitive.
Let A, B, C be identifiers of S of the same type with A ≈S B and B ≈S C. We need to show
A ≈S C. Let I |= S. From A ≈S B and Lemma 13 we know that I[A/B, B/A] |= S. Then,
B ≈S C and Lemma 13 imply (I[A/B, B/A])[B/C, C/B] |= S. Again, employing A ≈S B gives us
((I[A/B, B/A])[B/C, C/B])[A/B, B/A] |= S. Now, observe that ((I[A/B, B/A])[B/C, C/B])[A/B, B/A] =
I[A/C, C/A]. By Lemma 13 this shows that A and C are indistinguishable.
In the example above, we have mapped Patient on Patient and Employee on Employee. As already
mentioned, Patient ≈S1 Employee, i.e., Patient and Employee are mapped onto one equivalence class
w.r.t. S1 . Furthermore, we have seen that one can switch the mapping of Patient and Employee,
which results in mapping Patient on Employee and vice versa. In the following lemma we shall prove
that switching equivalent identifiers in an integration mapping preserves conflictfreeness.
Lemma 15 Let S1 and S2 be two schemas with disjoint signatures. Furthermore, let A′ , B′ be
identifiers in S1 , A, B identifiers in S2, and σ an integration mapping from the identifiers in S1 into
the identifiers in S2 such that σ(A′ ) = A, σ(B ′ ) = B and A ≈S2 B. Then, σ ′ obtained from σ by
switching the image of A′ and B ′ , i.e., σ ′ (A′ ) = B and σ ′ (B ′ ) = A is an integration mapping from
S1 into S2 .
Proof. Let I |= S1. Since σ is conflictfree, we know that I can be extended to a model I ′ of
S1 ∪ S2 ∪ Aσ . Since A, B do not occur in S1 it follows I ′ [A/B, B/A] |= S1 . Since by Lemma 6, σ is
injective, it follows that in Aσ the concepts A and B only occur in the axioms A′ ≡ A and B ′ ≡ B.
Thus, by definition of σ ′ we can conclude I ′ [A/B, B/A] |= Aσ′ . Finally, I ′ [A/B, B/A] |= S2
since A ≈S2 B. This shows that there is an extension I ′ [A/B, B/A] of I with I ′ [A/B, B/A] |=
S1 ∪ S2 ∪ Aσ′ .
Now, let I |= S2 . Because A ≈S2 B we know I[A/B, B/A] |= S2 . Furthermore, I[A/B, B/A]
can be extend to a model (I[A/B, B/A])′ of S1 ∪S2 ∪Aσ . As before, we obtain (I[A/B, B/A])′ [A/B, B/A]) |=
S1 ∪ S2 ∪ Aσ′ . By construction, this model is an extension of I.
Closely related to the lemma stated above is the following fact.
Lemma 16 Let S1 and S2 be schemas with disjoint signatures Σ1 and Σ2, respectively. Let σ be
an integration mapping Σ1 into Σ2 . Furthermore, let σ(A) = B. Finally, let B ′ be an identifier
in S2 not contained in the image of σ and indistinguishable to B. Then the mapping σ ′ obtained
from σ by mapping A on B′ instead of B is an integration mapping.
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Proof. Let I |= S1 . Then, there exists an extension I ′ of I model of S1 ∪ S2 ∪ Aσ . Since B and B ′
do not occur in S1 it follows I ′ [B/B′ , B′ /B] |= S1. By Lemma 13, I ′ [B/B′ , B′ /B] |= S2 . Moreover,
by construction Aσ and Aσ′ coincide except for A ≡ B which in Aσ′ is replaced by A ≡ B ′ .
Since B, B′ do not occur somewhere else in the assertions it follows I ′ [B/B′ , B′ /B] |= Aσ′ . Thus,
I ′ [B/B′ , B′ /B], which is an extension of I, is a model of S1 ∪ S2 ∪ Aσ′ .
Now, let I |= S2 . As B ≈S2 B ′ , we know I[B/B′ , B′ /B] |= S2 . Furthermore, there exists an
extension (I[B/B′ , B′ /B])′ of I[B/B′ , B′ /B] which is a model of S1 ∪ S2 ∪ Aσ . As above, we get
(I[B/B′ , B′ /B])′ [B/B′ , B′ /B] |= S1 ∪ S2 ∪ Aσ′ . By construction, that model is an extension of I.
On the one hand, the two preceeding lemmas show that because of indistinguishable identifiers
one can derive additional integration mappings from given ones. On the other hand, the lemmas
also provide us with a way of representing sets of integration mappings from Σ1 into Σ2 in a more
compact way. Instead of Σ2 one can map into the set of equivalence classes Σ2/≈S2 . Then, if
σ is given as a mapping into these classes one can derive other integration mappings as follows:
For a class [A] ∈ Σ2 /≈S2 let E ⊆ Σ1 be the set of all identifiers that are mapped onto [A]. New
integration mappings can be computed by simply defining an injective mapping from E into [A].
This can be done for every equivalence class of Σ2 . By putting these injective mappings together
one obtains new integration mappings.
It cannot structurally be determined which one of those derived mappings is the right one,
i.e., the mapping that coincides with the intuition behind the identifiers. One has to use other
informations, like semantic word distance of the names of the identifiers or input from the user, to
decide which element in an equivalence class fits best.
It should be mentioned that for integration mappings σ, A ≈S1 B does not imply σ(A) ≈S2
σ(B). Example: Let S1 consist of the axioms A ⊑ C, B ⊑ C and S2 of A′ ⊑ C ′ , B ′ ⊑ C ′ , D′ ⊑ A′ .
Then, σ mapping A on A′ , B on B ′ and C on C ′ is an integration mapping. However, although
A ≈S1 B, A′ and B ′ are not indistinguishable.
For that reason, mappings from equivalence classes of Σ1 into equivalence classes of Σ2 are
not well-defined since the images of the elements of one equivalence class of Σ1 are not necessarily
equivalent w.r.t. S2 .

5.2

Indistinguishable sets of identifiers

In the previous section, we only related single identifiers to each other. Here we want to generalize
these relationships in order to relate sets of identifiers that structurally cannot be distinguished
from other sets of identifiers.
Before formally defining the generalized relationship, we illustrate the new notion by means of
a simple example: Let S be the schema consisting of the axioms:
Patient ⊑ ∀disease.Disease
Heart-Patient ⊑ Patient
Employee ⊑ ∀address.Address
Boss ⊑ Employee
Patient ⊑ ¬Employee
Obviously, switching the identifiers describing the patient and the ones for employees, i.e., switching
Patient and Employee, disease and address, Disease and Address, Heart-Patient and Boss leads to an
equivalent schema. We shall call these two sets indistinguishable.
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For the formal definition we need some notation: Let S be a schema with signature Σ and let
ϕ be a partial, injective mapping from Σ into Σ where the domain domain(ϕ) of ϕ and the image
image(ϕ) := ϕ(domain(ϕ)) of ϕ are disjoint. Now, let {i1, . . . , in} be an enumeration of the domain
of ϕ. Then, we define S[ϕ] to be the schema S[i1/ϕ(i1), ϕ(i1)/i1, . . . , in/ϕ(in ), ϕ(in)/in ]. Thus, if
the domain of ϕ is {A} and ϕ(A) = B, then S[A/B, B/A] = S[ϕ]. In the same way, we generalize
the definition of I[A/B, B/A] to I[ϕ] where I is an interpretation over Σ.
Definition 17 Let S be a schema with signature Σ. Furthermore, let ϕ be a partial, injective
mapping from Σ into Σ such that the domain domain(ϕ) and the image image(ϕ) of ϕ are disjoint.
Then, ϕ is called indistinguishable in S if and only if S ≡ S[ϕ].
Note that as long as subsumption modulo a schema is decidable, it is decidable if ϕ is indistinguishable in S since in order to check S ≡ S[ϕ] one only has to check whether every axiom in S is
implied by S[ϕ] and vice versa. Consequently, the set of all indistinguishable ϕ’s can be computed.
Lemma 15 can be generalized as follows:
Lemma 18 Let S1 and S2 be two schemas with disjoint signatures Σ1 and Σ2 , respectively, and σ
be an integration mapping from Σ1 into Σ2. Furthermore, let ϕ be an indistinguishable mapping
for S2 such that there are two disjoint subsets M1 , M2 of Σ1 with σ(M1) = domain(ϕ) and σ(M2) =
image(ϕ). Now, let σ ′ be a mapping obtained from σ with the following modification: for every
m ∈ M1 we define σ ′ (m) := ϕ(σ(m)) and for every m ∈ M2 we specify σ ′ (m) := ϕ−1 (σ(m)). Then,
σ ′ is an integration mapping from S1 into S2.
Proof. Analogously to the proof of Lemma 15.
The generalization of Lemma 16 can be stated as follows:
Lemma 19 Let S1 and S2 be two schemas with disjoint signatures Σ1 and Σ2 , respectively, and σ
be an integration mapping from Σ1 into Σ2. Furthermore, let ϕ be an indistinguishable mapping
for S2 such that domain(ϕ) ⊆ image(σ) and image(ϕ)∩image(σ) = ∅. Now, let σ ′ be a mapping that
coincides with σ except that for every A ∈ Σ1 with σ(A) ∈ domain(ϕ) we define σ ′ (A) := ϕ(σ(A)).
Then, σ ′ is an integration mapping from S1 into S2 .
Proof. Analogously to the proof of Lemma 16.

5.3

Indistinguishable Identifiers in a Real Ontology

In order to get a feel for the occurrence of indistinguishable identifiers, we have computed the equivalence classes of indistinguishable concept names and role names in the medical ontology galen.
Lemma 15 and 16 show the impact of indistinguishable concepts on the number of integration
mappings. Intuitively, for our structural integration approach we prefer ontologies with as few
indistinguishable concepts as possible, in other words, with as much structure as possible.
The underlying description logic of the galen knowledge base is F LE. The axioms are of the
form C ⊑ D where both C and D are F LE-concept descriptions. In addition, galen contains a
role hierarchy, i.e., one allows for axioms of the form r ⊑ r ′ where r, r ′ are roles.
We have employed a correct but incomplete heuristic for computing the equivalence classes of
indistinguishable identifiers. As a result, the actual equivalence classes might be bigger than the
ones we computed. However, the heuristic, tailored to the galen ontology, seems to be a good
approximation. Roughly speaking, our algorithm checks for two given identifiers whether switching
these identifiers in the schema leads to a syntactically equal schema.
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concepts
roles

number of identifiers
in galen
2727
413

number of
identifiers in NTE
910
116

number of identifiers
in the biggest class
29
9

Table 2: indistinguishable identifiers in galen

The results of our computation are depicted in Table 2 where NTE stands for “non-trivial
equivalence classes” which refers to all those classes with more than one element.
On the one hand, the table shows that galen has a “rich” structure since two thirds of the
concept names can be distinguished structurally from all other concepts in the ontology. On the
other hand, indistinguishability plays a surprisingly large role in the ontology since one third of the
concepts cannot be distinguished from all other concepts.
Among others, this means that the set of integration mappings from galen into galen does
not contain only the identity mapping, which, in this case, is the intuitive mapping that one would
expect to be computed; Lemma 15 and 16 show that one can derive other integration mappings
from the identity mapping.

6

Algorithmic Issues

In this section, we examine the problem of computing integration mappings. First, we show that
several versions of this problem are not “easy”, and then specify a generic algorithm for computing
integration mappings based on the notion of unification for description logics. Finally, we present
some initial empirical results on the number of integration mappings in real ontologies.

6.1

Some NP-hardness Results

We show that deciding the existence of a total integration mapping is an NP-hard problem even for
description logics, such as F L0 , in which other reasoning (e.g., computing subsumption) is easy.
First we consider integration mappings that take identifiers to identifiers only, and show that
this problem is related to 1-in-3-SAT, a known NP-hard problem [GJ79]. Let φ be a 1-in-3-SAT
formula, i.e., a conjunction of n clauses ci of the form ci = p ∨ q ∨ r where p, q, r are propositional
variables. We define two F L0-schemas S1 and S2 over the signatures Σ1 and Σ2 as follows. For
S1 we introduce the concept names C1 , . . . , Cn as well as Ap for every propositional variable p. In
addition, we need a role name s; S2 is defined over the concept names Di1 , Di2, Di3 for i = 1, . . . , n
as well as G0p, G1p for every propositional variable p. Again, we need one role t. The idea is that Ap
is mapped on G0p or G1p corresponding to assigning p to false or true.
Now, for every clause ci = p ∨ q ∨ r, S1 contains the axiom
Ci ⊑ ∀s3i .Ap ⊓ ∀s3i s.Aq ⊓ ∀s3i ss.Ar
where sm for some non-negative integer m is the word s · · · s of length m.
For every clause ci = p ∨ q ∨ r, S2 contains the axioms
Di1 ⊑ ∀t3i .G0p ⊓ ∀t3i t.G0q ⊓ ∀t3i tt.G1r ,
Di2 ⊑ ∀t3i .G0p ⊓ ∀t3i t.G1q ⊓ ∀t3i tt.G0r ,
Di3 ⊑ ∀t3i .G1p ⊓ ∀t3i t.G0q ⊓ ∀t3i tt.G0r .
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Lemma 20 φ is satisfiable iff there exists a total integration mapping from Σ1 into Σ2 .
Proof. For the only-if direction of the lemma, let β be an assignment of the propositional variables
satisfying φ. Now, we define a total mapping σ from Σ1 to Σ2 as follows: Ap is mapped on G0p if
β(p) = false and on G1p otherwise; Ci is mapped on one of the concepts Di1 ,Di2, or Di3 corresponding
to the mappings of the Ap ’s. Finally, s is mapped on t. It is easy to verify that σ is an integration
mapping from S1 into S2 .
Now, we prove the if direction. Since there are no axioms for the concept names Ap ’s, we know
that S1 |= Ap ⊑ E implies E ≡ ⊤. In S2 , this property is only satisfied by the concepts G∗∗ . Thus,
as an easy consequence of Lemma 7 the concepts Ap are mapped on some G∗∗. Then, because of
the structure of role chains, it is not hard to see that Ci must be mapped on one of the concepts
Di1 , Di2, Di3. As a result, the Ap ’s are taken either to G0p or to G1p and for every ci = p ∨ q ∨ r only
one of the concepts Ap , Aq , Ar is mapped on G1∗ , ∗ ∈ {p, q, r}. Thus,
β(p) :=

(

true if σ(Ap) = G1p,
false if σ(Ap ) = G0p

satisfies φ.
As an immediate consequence of the lemma, we obtain
Proposition 21 Deciding the existence of total integration mappings from identifiers to identifiers
for F L0 -schemas is an NP-hard problem.
Note that in the proof we use only a constant number of role names — in fact, exactly one for
each schema.
One can show NP-hardness even for integration mappings that can map identifiers onto complex
expressions. However, the proof we present here requires an unbounded number of roles as well as
predefined interschema assertions.
Again, the proof is by reduction to 1-in-3-SAT. For every clause ci = p ∨ q ∨ r the schema S1
contains the axiom
Ai ⊑ ∀Rp .∀Rq .∀Rr .B
and for every propositional variable p the axiom
Ap ⊑ ∀Rp .B.
Furthermore, S2 contains for every propositional variable p and clause ci = p ∨ q ∨ r the axioms
A′i ⊑ ∀R0p .∀R0q .∀R1r .B ⊓ ∀R0p .∀R1q .∀R0r .B ⊓ ∀R1p .∀R0q .∀R0r .B
A′p ⊑ ∀R0p .B′ ⊓ ∀R1p .B′ .
Finally, we need the interschema assertions
Ap ≡ A′p
B ≡ B′
Ai ≡ A′i
for every propositional variable p and clause ci . Thus, every integration mapping must map Ap on
A′p , B on B ′ and Ai on A′i . Because of the axioms to Ap and A′p , we know that every Rp is mapped
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either on R0p or on R1p , which corresponds to mapping p on false or true. Now, the axioms to Ai and
A′i ensure that the assignment of the propositional variables induced by an integration mapping
satisfies φ. Analogously, every truth assignment for φ induces an integration mapping. As a result
we obtain:
Proposition 22 Deciding the existence of total integration mappings w.r.t. interschema assertions
for F L0 -schemas is an NP-hard problem.

6.2

A Generic Algorithm for Computing Integration Mappings

In this section, we relate the problem of computing total integration mappings to that of finding
solutions to certain “unification” problems involving descriptions.
Suppose we allow variable symbols to appear in descriptions, so they can be thought of as patterns that can be matched against other concepts (or even other patterns, resulting in a unification
problem). Then, intuitively we can think of all the identifiers in S1 as variables, and the integration
mapping should be one of the substitutions resulting from matching all the concepts in S1 against
the concepts in S2.
6.2.1

Unification modulo schemas

The notion of matching and unification between concepts has been explored in [BM96, BKBM99,
BN98].
Definition 23 Let NC , NR , NCX , and NRX be four disjoint sets, the set of concept names, the set
of role names, the set of concept variables, and the set of role variables. The set of all F L0-concept
patterns over the four sets is inductively defined as follows:
• Every concept name and concept variable is a concept pattern.
• The symbol ⊤ is a concept pattern.
• If C and D are concept patterns, then C ⊓ D is a concept pattern.
• If C is a concept pattern and R is a role name or a role variable, then ∀R.C is a concept
pattern.
A substitution σ is a mapping from the set of concept and role variables into the set of F L0 concept descriptions and role chains, respectively. This mapping is extended to concept patterns
in the obvious way, i.e.,
• σ(A) := A for all A ∈ NC ,
• σ(⊤) := ⊤,
• σ(C ⊓ D) := σ(C) ⊓ σ(D), and
• σ(∀R.C) := ∀σ(R).σ(C) where σ(R) := R in case R ∈ NR.
Definition 24 Let S be a F L0 -schema over NC and NR. Then a unification problem modulo S
is of the form S ≫ {C1 ⊑ D1, . . . , Cn ⊑ Dn } where Ci , Di, i = 1, . . ., n are concept patterns over
NC , NR, NCX , and NRX . A substitution σ is a unifier of this problem iff S |= σ(Ci ) ⊑ σ(Di) for all
i = 1, . . ., n. In this case, the unification problem is called unifiable or solvable. In the case when
the Di contain no variables, the unification is said to reduce to a matching problem.
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For example, let A, B, C be concept names, R be a role name, X, Z be concept variables, and
Y be a role variable. If S := {A ⊑ ∀R.∀R.B, B ⊑ C}, then a possible unifier for the unification
problem S ≫ {X ⊑ ∀Y.Z} is σ = {X 7→ A, Z 7→ C, Y 7→ RR} since S |= A ⊑ ∀RR.C.
6.2.2

The Generic Algorithm

In the sequel, let S1 and S2 be two F L0 -schemas over disjoint signatures Σ1 and Σ2 . As an easy
consequence of Lemma 9, we obtain that every conflictfree mapping from S1 into S2 is a unifier of
the following unification problem modulo S2 over the set of concept and role names in Σ2 and the
concept and role variables in Σ1, i.e., the concept and role names of S1 are now considered to be
variables:
S2 ≫ {A ⊑ C | A ⊑ C ∈ S1 } ∪ {A ≡ C | A ≡ C ∈ S1 }.
Integration mappings w.r.t. interschema assertions A satisfy the above unification problem extended
by:
{C ⊑ D | C ⊑ D ∈ A} ∪ {C ⊒ D | ∈ A}.
Note that C is a concept pattern and D is a concept description.
Therefore integration mappings can be obtained by, first, computing sets of unifiers of the above
unification problem, and second, deciding conflictfreeness for these unifiers.
As an example for our generic algorithm, consider the schemas
S1 : HeartClinic ⊑ ∀patients-have.HeartDisease
S2 : Heart ⊑ ∀patients.Heart-Patients
The identifiers of S1 are turned into variables and we obtain the unification problem:
S2 ≫ {XHC ⊑ ∀Xph .XHD }
A possible unifier is σ := {XHC 7→ Heart, Xph 7→ patients, XHD 7→ Heart-Patients} which also
yields an integration mapping.
It should be noted that the unification problem introduced above can also be understood as a
matching problem with side conditions modulo a schema. Side conditions are of the form X ⊑ C
where X is a variable and C is a concept pattern. Such problems, although modulo empty schemas,
have been introduced in [BKBM99] where side conditions have been considered in order to further
restrict possible matchers. In our context, the interschema assertions C ⊑ D and C ⊒ D where
C consists of variables only (namely, the identifiers in S1 ) and D is a concept description over Σ2
induce a matching problem since only the left hand-side contains variables. The side conditions
(on variables A) are given by the axioms A ⊑ C, A ≡ C in S1 where, again, C contains variables
only.
So far, it is only known that deciding the solvability of unification problems in F L0 w.r.t. empty
schemas is EXPTIME-complete [BN98]. Unification and matching problems modulo schemas have
not been investigated yet.
Conflictfreeness is known to be undecidable in the context of the relation model [Con86] and
for First Order Logic [EJ95]. It is an open problem whether (S2 -)conflictfreeness is undecidable
for Description Logics. Thus, there are a lot of algorithmic problems to solve before the generic
algorithm can be employed to compute integration mappings.
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6.3

Integration Mappings of Real Ontologies —
An Idealized Experiment

In this section, we investigate how much structure real ontologies provide to support the task of
computing an intuitive integration mapping. For this purpose, we think of the following experiment:
Given are two copies of the same schema where one schema has, say, English and the other schema
has Chinese identifiers. Of course the “identity mapping”, which maps the English identifiers to the
corresponding Chinese ones, is the intuitive integration mapping. Now the question arises: How
much do integration mappings resemble the identity mapping?
By Section 5, we know that even in this idealized situation we cannot expect to obtain exactly the
identity mapping since one can derive new integration mappings due to indistinguishable identifiers.
However, in order to get some clue to our question for a real ontology, we have computed total
integration mappings from galen into galen.
More precisely, we have computed a mapping ϕ, called set-mapping in the following, from the
set NC of concept names in galen to the power-set 2NC /≈ of equivalence classes in NC /≈ where ≈
is the equivalence relation defined by indistinguishable concept names (see Section 5). The mapping
ϕ has the following property:
If there is a total integration mapping from NC into NC that maps
A ∈ NC onto B ∈ NC , then the equivalence class [B]≈ of B is an
element of ϕ(A).
The reverse direction does not hold in general, i.e., if [B]≈ ∈ ϕ(A), then this does not mean
that there exists a total integration mapping that maps A on B. Thus, ϕ(A) is an upper bound
for the concept names A can be mapped on. The reason is that the algorithm for computing ϕ
uses conditions on total (conflictfree) integration mappings that are necessary for conflictfreeness
but not sufficient.
The algorithm we propose, henceforth called set-algorithm, consists of three steps which gradually refine the set-mapping ϕ. In the sequel of this section, we will illustrate each step of the
algorithm with respect to some given schema S with signature Σ and the set NC ⊆ Σ of concept
names occurring in S where ⊤ is considered to be a concept name equivalent to the top-concept ⊤.
We then present the results we have obtained for galen.
The first step of the algorithm uses necessary conditions that every total integration mapping
must satisfy regarding the super-concept/sub-concept hierarchy. The concept hierarchy of S is a
Hasse diagram for the subsumption relation ⊑, i.e., a (rooted) directed acyclic graph GS = hV, E, ⊤i
where NC is the set of vertices, E = {(A, B) ∈ V × V | S |= A ⊒ B and there is no C ∈ V , C 6= A,
C 6= B such that S |= A ⊒ C and S |= C ⊒ B} is the set of edges, and ⊤ the root. (We assume
that V does not contain two equivalent elements. Otherwise GS would not be acyclic. In case,
there are two equivalent elements one can substitute one of the elements by the other one which
would yield an equivalent schema.) Note that every node in GS is reachable from the root ⊤.
The next lemma shows that every total integration mapping from S to S is an isomorphism from
the hierarchy of S onto itself. For two rooted directed graphs H1 = hV1, E1, r1i and H2 = hV2, E2, r2i
a mapping ψ : V1 7−→ V2 is an isomorphism from H1 onto H2 iff i) ψ(r1) = r2, ii) ψ is bijective,
and iii) (a, b) ∈ E1 iff (ψ(a), ψ(b)) ∈ E2 for all a, b ∈ V1.
Lemma 25 Every total integration mapping σ : Σ −→ Σ from S into S is an automorphism on
GS = hV, Ei when restricted to NC ⊆ Σ.
Proof. Since no two elements in V are equivalent, we can conclude by Lemma 6 that σ is an
injective mapping from V into V , and thus, σ is bijective. Now, let (A, B) ∈ E. By Lemma 7,
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we know S |= σ(A) ⊒ σ(B). Assume that there is a C ∈ V different from A and B such that
S |= σ(A) ⊒ C and S |= C ⊒ σ(B). Again, by Lemma 7, S |= A ⊒ σ −1 (C) and S |= σ −1(C) ⊒ B,
which is a contradiction to (A, B) ∈ E. Thus, there is no such C. This means (σ(A), σ(B)) ∈ E.
As σ is bijective, we can analogously conclude that (σ(A), σ(B)) ∈ E implies (A, B) ∈ E. Since
GS is a rooted graph, we need to show σ(⊤) = ⊤, which is an easy consequence of the fact that σ
is conflictfree.
The first step of our algorithm for computing ϕ is based on necessary conditions that are satisfied
by graph isomorphisms. In order to specify these conditions, we need some more notation: For a
rooted directed graph H = hV, E, ri and a node v ∈ V , in-degree(v) := |{w ∈ V | (w, v) ∈ E}|
denotes the number of in-going edges of v. Analogously, out-degree(v) := |{w ∈ V | (v, w) ∈ E}|
denotes the number of out-going edges of v. Furthermore, levels(v) := {n | there exists a path
from the root r to v of length n} is the set of levels of v.
Observation 26 For every isomorphism ψ from H1 = hV1 , E1, r1i onto H2 = hV2, E2, r2i and
v ∈ V1 it is true that:
1. out-degree(v) = out-degree(ψ(v)),
2. in-degree(v) = in-degree(ψ(v)),
3. levels(v) = levels(ψ(v)), and
4. if X := {v1 , . . . , vl } are the children of v and Y := {w1, . . . , wl } are the children of ψ(v), then
there exists a bijective mapping ψ ′ from X onto Y such that there exists an isomorphism
from H1|vj onto H2|ψ′ (v ) for all j = 1, . . ., l where H1|vj and H2|ψ′ (v ) denote the subgraphs
j

of H1 and H2 with roots vj and ψ ′ (vj ), respectively.

j

The algorithm depicted in Figure 1 computes for every w ∈ V2 a set χ(w) such that if there
exists an isomorphism ψ from H1 onto H2 with ψ(v) = w, then v ∈ χ(w). This property of the
algorithm is an immediate consequence of the observations stated above.
Let χ(w) := ∅ for every w ∈ V2
For every w ∈ V2 in post-order do
Let Y := {w1, . . . , wk } be the set of children of w
For every v ∈ V1 do
Let X := {v1 , . . ., vl } be the set of children of v
If
out-degree(w) = out-degree(v) (⇒ l = k) and
in-degree(w) = in-degree(v) and
levels(w) = levels(v) and
there is a bijective mapping ψ ′ from X onto Y such that
vi ∈ χ(ψ ′ (vi )) for every i = 1, . . . , l
then χ(w) := χ(w) ∪ {v}.
Figure 1: First step of the algorithm computing ϕ
By Lemma 25, the algorithm of Figure 1 also yields a set-mapping ϕ := χ−1 when applying it
to H1 = H2 = GS where for v ∈ V1 , χ−1 (v) := {w | v ∈ χ(w)}.
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However, we can easily get smaller sets χ(w), and thus, ϕ(v). The sets χ(w) computed so far
do not take the information of higher levels into account. More precisely, if w is a child of w′ in
H2 , then every element in χ(w) must be a child of a node v ∈ χ(w′ ) in H1. Therefore, the sets
χ(w) computed by the algorithm in Figure 1 can be intersected with
{v ′ ∈ V1 | there exists a parent w′ of w and v ∈ ϕ(w′ ) such that v ′ is a child of v.}
One can easily implement an algorithm intersecting the sets χ(w) with these sets where the
nodes of H2 are traversed in pre-order to get as small sets χ(w) out of the intersection as possible.
The first two steps of our algorithm are illustrated in Figure 2. After traversing the hierarchy
bottom-up the sets χ(w) for the leaves are {6, 7, 8}. This is because the structure of the higher
levels has not been taken into account in the first step. By only looking at the leaves there is no
structural difference between the three nodes 6,7, and 8. After passing down the informations of the
higher levels in the second step of the algorithm, in our example we almost obtain the one-to-one
mapping except for the nodes 6 and 7. In a schema containing only the super-concept/sub-concept
information of the hierarchy, the nodes 6 and 7 are indisintuishable such that we cannot expect to
obtain a one-to-one mapping merely based on that hierarchy.
bottom-up

top-down
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1
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1

2

3

2

3
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4

5

4

5

4

5

8

6,7,8 6,7,8

6,7,8

7

6,7

6,7

8

Figure 2: Illustrating the first two steps of the algorithm computing ϕ
Note that if the hierarchy is traversed top-down instead of bottom-up, one loses structural
information from lower levels. Figure 3 shows that a second step passing information from the
bottom two the top would yield better results, i.e., smaller sets χ(w).
Intuitively speaking, traversing the hierarchy bottom-up and top-down yields better results
since one can use more information both from the bottom and from the top of the hierarchy.
In the third step of the refinement of ϕ = χ−1 we take the so-called local part-of hierarchy of
concepts into account. Intuitively, this hierarchy represents the restrictions on roles and attributes
of concepts.
Definition 27 The local part-of hierarchy of a concept name A in an F LE-schema S consists of
the set of in- and out-going edges of A.1 A concept A has an in-going edge (B, A) iff there exists
a role R such that
1

We only consider F LE-schemas here since galen is based on F LE.
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Figure 3: Traversing a hierarchy top-down
S |= B ⊑ ∃R.A
where B is a concept name; A has an out-going edge (A, {B1, . . . , Bn }) iff there exists a role R such
that
S |= A ⊑ ∃R.(B1 ⊓ · · · ⊓ Bn )
where {B1 , . . . , Bn } is a maximal set (w.r.t. set inclusion) of concept names with that property.
So far, we know that a concept name A can only be mapped on the concepts in ϕ(A). One can
combine this information and the local part-of hierarchy to further cut down the set ϕ(A).
The main observation for this step is the following: If A and D are concept names in S and A
is in the first component of an in-going edge to D, then for every total integration mapping σ from
the identifiers of S into itself, σ(A) is a concept in an in-going edge to σ(D). This is a consequence
of the fact that S |= A ⊑ ∃R.D implies S |= σ(A) ⊑ ∃σ(R).σ(D) (cf. Lemma 7). Analogously, we
can conclude that σ(A) is a concept in some out-going edge of σ(D) in case A is contained in an
out-going edge of D.
Therefore, we know that A can only be mapped on the concepts in the following set π(A) where
In(D) := {B | B is contained in some in-going edge of D} and Out(D) := {B | B is contained in
T
some out-going edge of D}; note that · · · := NC :
∅

T

S

{C | C ∈ In(B)}∩

A∈In(D) B∈ϕ(D)

T

S

{C | C ∈ Out(B)}.

A∈Out(D) B∈ϕ(D)

Consequently, we know that a concept name A can only be mapped on ϕ(A) := ϕ(A) ∩ π(A)
which is the output of the third and final step of our set-algorithm.
Applying this to the galen medical ontology with its 2727 concept names, we obtained the
following results:
• 1727 concepts are mapped by ϕ on exactly one equivalence class.
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• 2179 concepts are mapped by ϕ on at most two equivalence classes.
Since there are only 225 non-trivial equivalence classes, i.e., classes with more than one element,
at least 1502 concepts can only be mapped on themselves and at least 1954 concepts can only be
mapped on not more than two elements. This means that every total integration mapping from
galen into galen maps more than one half of the concepts to the right element. Thus, using only
the structural information of the concepts encoded in the galen ontology, one gets more than half
of the the identity mapping which is the intuitive integration mapping in this case. One would
expect the result to be even better if more of the structural information than the concept hierarchy
and the local part-of hierarchy were used.

7

Summary and Future Work

Ontologies record the meaning of terms in some universe of discourse, by containing concept descriptions/definitions. We are interested in the problem of integrating several such ontologies that
contain information about the same UofD. We are particularly concerned with ontologies described
in descriptions logics, and containing large numbers of concepts.
After reviewing various approaches to information integration from the database literature, we
have offered a formal framework for integration based on inter-ontology assertions, which relate
concepts appearing in one ontology to (complex) descriptions expressible in the other ontology. A
key property of such assertions is that they should not affect the meaning of the original ontologies
(conflict-freeness [BC86]).
Our general goal is to explore the potential for generating automatically such IAs (as candidate
integration assertions that could be proposed to users). Formally, this problem was characterized
as one of finding “matches” between one ontology (treated as a pattern) and the other (treated
as a target). Although the problem was proven to be intractable. We specify a relatively simple
algorithm for finding IAs that are conflict free (and hence preserve the structural aspects of the
terms being mapped to each other).
In empirical work, we considered the Galen knowledge base, and tried to find automorphic
integration mappings on it. Among others, we discovered that there are surprisingly many groups
of “indistinguishable concepts” – ones whose structural properties are identical, and are therefore
distinguished strictly by their identifiers. This is an interesting comment on the extent (actually
lack of it) to which real ontologies provide “definitions” of their terms. To get around this problem,
we group such indistinguishable concepts into equivalence classes, and only one member is used as
a representative, in order to reduce the number of possible IAs that need to be considered by the
user. (In a fully useful tool, a morphological and semantic analysis of the identifiers would also
be used of course.) Furthermore, we found that over 50% of the (ideal) identity automorphism is
recovered by our algorithm.
We are currently investigating additional heuristics for structure-based algorithms for finding
conflict-free IAs. In the long term, we also want to integrate identifier-based heuristics. Of course,
these heuristics need to be tested on real ontologies with large numbers of concepts, like Galen
and others.
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